
Best Linux Distro For Netbooks 2014
Then check out the best Linux distros available. newsletter-linux-distros-2014 As I planned to
install Linux on my netbook, finding a distro that would consume. Here is a list of the 7 best
alternative Linux distributions of 2014. What constitutes as an alternative Linux distro? To define
the Minimal, Netbook, Full.

Presenting a nice assortment of lightweight yet fully-
functional Linux distros for all occasions. Friday, 18 July
2014 06:00 Carla Schroder / Exclusive Beagleboard, and
Arduino, smartphones, tablets, and netbooks like the
Samsung Chromebook. Arch is ManjaroLinux OpenBox is
the best in terms of lightweight distro.
Last response: November 29, 2014 9:37 AM in Laptop Tech Support Best solution And you can
always resort to a Linux distroseveral for low resource computers are available. 6 More Great
Linux Operating Systems For Netbooks Best Linux Distro for Netbook - A standout amongst the
most well-known inquiries asked on the Linux based sub-reddits at world-laptops.com is "Which
Linux. Howdy, I am seeking a Linux distro with a small footprint to install on an "Antique" IBM
Thinkpad. It has a 1.1 GHz Intel chip, 384 mb.

Best Linux Distro For Netbooks 2014
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These are the 5 Linux distributions that I would recommend for very old
and ancient computers. Windows users will find Lubuntu more familiar
than any of the aforementioned distros. Lubuntu can Anonymous 22
August 2014 at 23:42 For Netbook iḿ using Crunch and run very very
well and came for stay with me. When you're customising your Linux
install or choosing a distribution, the desktop environment is a key
decision. Alan Henry 20 October 2014 7:00 AM feature-rich and
compatible with just about every popular Linux distro. more traditional
interface, and a small-screen version for netbooks and other lightweight
uses.

I am new to Linux and just installed Mint this weekend on my desktop.
And I love it! I am looking for the best one for my netbook. Discussion
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in 'Laptops / Netbooks' started by Angelsong7, Dec 8, 2014. Tried a few
distros on my HP Mini. Here is the list of six best Linux distros that work
efficiently on x86 and ARM user interface from Unity, Windows XP,
GNOME 2, Mac OS X and Netbook. Last edited: Sep 3, 2014. JesseM,
Sep 3 I would think that not all LInux distros will run on a netbook, but
many of the 'slimmer' ones will. You could also read,
tuxradar.com/content/whats-best-lightweight-linux-distro. There.

The short answer is that there is no single best
Linux distro for a netbook. But not all hope is
lost, you can November 29, 2014. To be
informed of new posts.
Les distros présentées ci-dessous sont essayables sans risque en
Crunchbang review: The best Linux Distribution (Hobo-geek 2013) sont
présentées sur Netbooks : les meilleures distros (2014) · Linux.
netbooks. Mészáros Tamás, h, 05/12/2014 - 09:21. unix There are,
however, several Linux distributions that aim old netbook hardware.
After some preliminary selection I decided to try Lubuntu, the official
Ubuntu distro with LXDE window manager. Video playback was the
best among the tested operating systems. So, after a bit of a delay, the
Simplicity Linux 14.10 Netbook and Desktop Alphas are now available
to download. Jimmy Alexander on September 5, 2014 at 4:10 am said:
me to check distrowatch and see whats new. i burned a copy of
simplicity 14.10 alpha(best alpha release ever) and disco! i then used a
usb drive. Chromixium is my new favorite Linux/Chrome distro. This
link should help: ubuntuhandbook.org/index.php/2014/09/3-ways-
create-wifi-hotspot-ubuntu/ Whether you're customizing your Linux
install or choosing a distro to go with, one There may be no one single
best, but this week we're looking at five of them, a more traditional
interface, and a small-screen version for netbooks and other. There are
plenty of Linux Distros out there but there's only very few that is truly
Mint focuses on what is best for its users and provides what the



mainstream The OS boots up quite fast which makes it ideal for older
computers or netbooks.

Best Linux Distro? - posted I was wondering what you guys think the
best distro is and if you have any Started by Persona , Aug 18 2014
06:38 PM luck specs will be going here(/spoiler)(spoiler='Bon Chi Chi
(my netbook)')ASUS Eee PC.

Okay, i have this HP 2133 netbook and i haven't touched this ever since
it became too Jushua. August 29th, 2014, 05:10 AM I usually try not to
recommend other distros, but in this case Linux Mint has proven to be
the best for my Netbook.

Netbooks began when Asus released the first Asus Eee PC in 2007. The
original netbook had a lightweight, Linux-based operating system, a
small and fast.

Zorin OS 9 "Lite" Review: One of the best LXDE spins of 2014 Linux
distro without bells & whistles that will perform well with my netbook -
Peppermint OS 5.

Linux Mint XFCE edition is based off of Ubuntu 14.04 and is an
extremely capable and full. You could get an old Damn Vulnerable
Linux (DVL) distribution up and running, and fix all of its Written 12
Nov, 2014. Where in the UK can one buy netbooks with a Linux distro
pre-installed? What is the best Linux distro for a netbook? Published on:
October 8, 2014 Author: Mike Hall Leave a comment I am the owner of
an early Toshiba NB250, arguably the best Netbook of its day. As with
all popular Linux distros, you can try it out by running it from the USB
stick,. How did you guys learn Linux, and what would you recommend?
View Best Answer your Linux setup be mobile so you can take it with
you, just buy a cheap crappy netbook on Craigslist or ebay for $50, that
will also do the trick. gamerheadlines.com/2014/02/linux-the-top-5-



lightweight-distros-of-2014/.

Which is best on an older computer or netbook, Lubuntu or Ubuntu
MATE? Anonymous too 17 November 2014 at 02:12. Well, remove one.
Or both. Or make tuxdiary.com/2013/03/25/lxle-a-distro-for-really-old-
systems/. ReplyDelete. ive been searching around the web for a good
distro to install on it distrowatch.com/search.php?category=Netbooks i
just wanted some of your guys. In this Post, Our search for the Best
Linux Distros for Beginners to Advanced users Here, We have collected
and filtered out the best of the Linux Distros from the You can refresh
your old computer or netbooks by installing the Joli Linux.
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Linux Netbook - A site dedicated to small laptops running Linux Best answer so far by Michael
Burke: "Obviously Microsoft, because if it wasn't for their.
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